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Hearing this, Jian smiled confidently, and said, “I’ll borrow Mr. jay’s auspicious
words tonight!”

After all, he stood up with the sofa, jay who was beside him hurriedly stepped
forward to help him, and the two left the hotel room together.

Walking out of the room, people came out of the surrounding rooms one after
another.

Among these people, the East and the West are mixed, and everyone is wearing
the same clothes, it is really difficult to distinguish the appearance.

Jian thought he would meet a few acquaintances, but he didn’t expect that the
floor where he lived was almost filled with unfamiliar faces.

Everyone came to the elevator hall one after another, only to see two security
guards standing at the entrance of the elevator hall. The two of them spoke
directly and expressionlessly: “The elevator is out of service, everyone please
take the stairs.”

There are eight passenger elevators in the hotel, but everyone is required to take
the stairs to go downstairs, which makes everyone a little dissatisfied.

Some people wanted to protest, but as soon as they opened their mouths, they
were scolded by the security guard: “Everyone please obey the discipline!
Protesters will be recorded as a major demerit, we will remember your number,
and a major demerit will be recorded. If any item is successfully auctioned, an
additional 20% fine will be charged on the basis of the transaction price, and he
will be recorded twice as a major demerit, which will directly deprive him of his
right to participate in this conference.”

When everyone heard this, they immediately shut their mouths.

Although these people are usually high-ranking top rich people, and have
extraordinary status and power in the world, but when they come here, they are
no different from prisoners.

In other words, charlie called them here to let them learn how to be
grandchildren.

Here, they are the most despicable, and even a security guard can yell at them.

Although there are eight elevators here, they just don’t use them.
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Because this allows them all to maintain a path and walk to the banquet hall in a
uniform manner.

In this way, these rich people can experience the feeling of being in jail.

At this moment, at the entrance of the banquet hall, like the airport security
check, four security check channels have been set up.

Each security inspection channel is equipped with a metal detection door and
multiple security personnel.

There is a special security check channel, and it is also equipped with multiple
doctors and multiple medical monitoring equipment.

In addition, there were several security personnel in camouflage uniforms, a tall
man with his hands behind his back, meticulously standing on both sides of the
security entrance, full of pressure.

When these rich people saw this situation, they all felt an extremely strong sense
of oppression.

It’s just that they couldn’t figure out where the source of this sense of oppression
came from. They didn’t know whether it came from these all-in-one security
inspection equipment, or these majestic security personnel, or the
comprehensive senses brought to them by the overall atmosphere.

But as soon as jay arrived here, he immediately realized the main source of this
sense of oppression.

Because he discovered a secret that shocked him: all the security personnel here,
without exception, are all martial arts masters!

There are forty or fifty martial arts masters here, and the worst ones are also
three-star warriors, and the highest ones even have several five-star warriors!

Although jay himself was already a seven-star warrior, he knew very well that
warriors with more than three stars were actually very rare.

There are thousands of his disciples, and there are not even ten who can really
reach the three-star warrior.And the real five-star martial artist, including himself,
the master and the missing Mr. Luo, there are only a few people in total.
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But there are only some security personnel here, and their overall strength has
already surpassed his own division, which really shocked jay.



Jian saw that his figure was a little dull, and when he turned his face to see that
his expression was a little dull, he lowered his voice and asked, “Master jay,
what’s wrong with you?”

jay came back to his senses and said in a low voice, “Old man, the security
personnel here, without exception, are all martial arts masters…”

“What?” Jian exclaimed: “There are at least dozens of security personnel here, all
of them are martial arts masters?!”

“Yes!” jay nodded and said firmly: “And the worst is also a three-star warrior!”

Jian was stunned and couldn’t help muttering: “Little Aurous Hill, how come
there are so many martial arts masters… Doesn’t it mean that there are not many
martial arts masters in China?!”

jay said in a low voice, “I don’t know either… From this point of view, the boss
behind this auction must be someone with hands and eyes!”

At this time, an angry shout came: “035! What are you whispering to the people
around you?! This time, I will warn you verbally, and we will talk to each other
again!”

Jian knew that 035 was his internal code. Hearing this, he shivered with fright
and quickly shut his mouth.

Although he is very rich, he does not dare to be recorded a major demerit at such
a time. Ok

Because once a major demerit is recorded, um, in the event of a rejuvenation pill
at the auction later, an additional 20% penalty will be paid.

Maybe you will spend tens or tens of billions of extra dollars, and it’s still US
dollars!

Originally, there were still some people in the crowd whispering to each other,
but after such a roar, the others were all silent and did not dare to make any
more sound.

According to the process arrangement, the two hundred rich people who
participated in the auction and their entourage started the security check first.

The other ten alternates are in the back.

As for the previous three VIPs, they were arranged to pass the security check
after everyone entered the venue.
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Therefore, Lord Wade, Orion Exeor, and the old Nordic queen are all waiting for
further notice in their respective rooms in the administrative building.

charlie specially went to see his grandfather Lord Wade. The old man was a little
excited at this time and was looking forward to the upcoming auction.

On the one hand, he also wanted to see if he had a chance to compete for
Huichundan. On the other hand, he knew that all the people who came today
were either rich or expensive, and that he was able to attend as a VIP this time.
It’s already been pinched.

Lord Wade, who was in a good mood, was even more happy when he saw charlie
coming to the door. He quickly let charlie into the room and said with a smile: ,
you are so busy, why are you still free to come and see me.”

charlie smiled slightly and said, “Grandpa, I have something to say to you in
advance.”

Lord Wade said with a smile: “charlie, you are the head of the Wade family now,
and everyone in the Wade family follows you. If you have anything, just say it,
just call and tell me.”

charlie smiled slightly and said, “How about that, after all, you are an elder.”

After speaking, charlie said sternly: “Grandpa, what I want to tell you is that in
today’s auction, after you arrive at the scene, don’t participate in the auction of
Huichundan, after all, it is to earn money from outsiders, we are our own people,
There is no need to fiddle with the inside, since you want to rejuvenate the pill, I
will arrange half of it for you first, and if you need it later, I will think of a way for
you.”

When Lord Wade heard this, he was immediately excited.

Earlier, he wanted to use the position of the head of the Wade family to
exchange for pill with charlie.

But he didn’t expect that in the battle of Yeling Mountain, charlie brought him a
glass of wine directly to release the military power, and he took the position of
the head of the family in three or two sentences, so that he was embarrassed to
ask charlie for a rejuvenation pill.

He originally thought that charlie would definitely not give himself a
rejuvenation pill for nothing, but in a blink of an eye, charlie actually gave him a
big surprise!

Although there are only half of them, for Lord Wade, they are already very
satisfied!
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At this time, Lord Wade was extremely excited, and his voice was somewhat
incoherent: “Cha… charlie…you…do you really want to give grandpa half a
rejuvenation pill?”

charlie smiled slightly, nodded and said, “Can I still joke with you about this kind
of thing? Don’t worry, this half rejuvenation pill will be arranged for you tonight
at the auction site. When the time comes, the organizer’s miss Jasmine , I will
thank you in public for your support for the auction, and then give you half a
rejuvenation pill on the spot, and all you have to do is to take the half
rejuvenation pill in front of everyone.”

Lord Wade did not expect that at the auction tonight, he would be able to get
what he wanted. He couldn’t help being ecstatic, and the whole person
shuddered with excitement. He said with great excitement: “charlie, don’t worry,
I will follow your orders. !”

charlie nodded and said to Lord Wade, “Then, grandpa, you can rest for a while.
When the VIP entry time comes, a staff member will come to inform you.”

Lord Wade hurriedly said: “Okay, charlie, you must have a lot of important things
right now, you can go as far as you can, don’t worry about me!”

“Okay.” charlie said, “Then I’ll go first.”

Lord Wade said without hesitation, “I’ll send you out!”

charlie walked out of Lord Wade’s door, turned around and said, “Grandpa,
please stay.”

“good.”

In fact, charlie and Lord Wade did not have a deep relationship, and even he once
felt that his parents were inseparable from him when they left Eastcliff.

However, charlie is not an ungrateful person. After all, it was the old man who
strongly invited Orion Exeor to go to Eastcliff to rebuild Yeling Mountain, which
could break the predicament of charlielong trapped in the shoal.

Moreover, it was the old man who asked Stephen Thompson to give him 10 billion
and the Emgrand Group at the beginning. This is a kindness, and charlie will
naturally not forget it.

What’s more, when I was in Yeling Mountain, I directly took the position of the
head of the family from the old man. The old man willingly gave up and never
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showed any dissatisfaction. This incident also gave charlie a little impression of
the old man. Divide the senses.

charlie is also very aware of the old man’s desire for rejuvenation pills, so this
time he promised him half a rejuvenation pill, which was also an explanation for
him.

After leaving his grandfather’s room, charlie went to the central control room.
Dozens of high-definition surveillance cameras were installed at the auction site
to monitor the entire auction venue without any dead ends.

And charlie is not going to show up at the auction tonight. He plans to work with
Isaac Cameron to remotely control the entire auction from the central control
room.

In the central control room at this time, in addition to Isaac Cameron himself,
Chen , one of the four kings of the Wanlong Palace, also remotely commanded all
his subordinates here.

Seeing charlie coming in, both of them stood up respectfully.

Isaac Cameron respectfully said, “Young Master, you are here.”

Chen wanted to say hello to charlie, but when he remembered the process when
his consciousness was sealed in his body, he was unconsciously a little scared, so
he could only bow slightly to charlie like a quail, and said nervously: “wade…
“Hello, Mr. wade!”

charlie nodded and asked, “How is the situation?”

Isaac Cameron pointed to the one in the middle of the nine big screens on the
front, and said to charlie: “Master, the two hundred people who participated in
the meeting and the ten people who were on the waiting list have basically
entered the venue one after another, and they will all enter the venue
immediately. VIPs will be invited in.”
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charlie nodded slightly and asked, “Did you encounter any problems during the
security check?”

“No.” Isaac Cameron said with a smile: “These people are very obedient. They
don’t bring anything but clothes on their bodies. If they have a fart, they can’t
wait to let them out to pass the security check. At present, all the people who
have passed the security check have passed the security check without any
problems. abnormal.”



“That’s good.” charlie nodded with satisfaction, and then asked Chen , “Isn’t
there anything unusual around the scene today?”

Chen hurriedly shook his head and said seriously: “Mr. wade, my subordinates
have arranged for their capable men to install a lot of hidden cameras, thermal
imaging systems and life monitoring systems around the hotel, all using the most
advanced equipment in the world, and Many Wanlong Palace soldiers are hiding
in the dark, and they will never let any suspicious person enter Shangri-La.”

“Okay.” charlie said with a smile: “With the brothers fromWanlong Temple in
charge, I am completely relieved about security.”

Chen said respectfully: “Mr. wade, your subordinates must do their best to
ensure the security of the auction is safe!”

charlie nodded approvingly, and at this moment, his cell phone suddenly rang.

The person who called was the fourth VIP tonight, Fei Kexin.

As soon as the call was made, Fei Kexin said, “Mr. wade, I’m at the gate of
Shangri-La now, but the security guards won’t let me approach, so I can only
stand across the road.”

charlie smiled and said, “Miss Zhan wait a moment, I’ll go pick you up right now.”

Fei Kexin said politely: “Then it’s hard work for Mr. wade!”

After hanging up the phone, charlie came to the gate of Shangri-La.

Sure enough, across the road from the main entrance, I saw Fei Kexin wearing a
black dress, stunning and enchanting, standing on the side of the road.

When Fei Kexin saw charlie, he trotted across the road quickly, and a Wanlong
Palace soldier next to charlie immediately said, “Ma’am, I have warned you, our
hotel is currently closed to the public, please Don’t get close.”

At this time, charlie said to him indifferently, “It’s okay, Miss Zhan is here to find
me.”

That man was a five-star general in Wanlong Hall and the head of the security
team at the main gate. He had seen charlie’s terrifying power on Yeling Mountain.
Hearing charlie’s words, he immediately bowed respectfully and said, “I’m sorry.
Mr. wade, I don’t know that this lady is your friend, please don’t blame…”

charlie waved his hand and said with a smile: “You are just doing your job well,
you are innocent, and naturally you don’t need to apologize to me.”

The man said quickly, “Thank you, Mr. wade, for your understanding!”
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At this time, Fei Kexin couldn’t help but be surprised. She didn’t expect that this
man would call himself a subordinate in front of charlie, and he was a little more
curious about charlie’s identity.

After a while, she came to stand in front of charlie, smiled politely and said, “I’m
sorry, Mr. wade, but I have to trouble you to come and pick me up.”

charlie smiled lightly and said, “It’s just a little effort, Miss Zhan doesn’t have to
be polite.”

After all, charlie made a gesture of invitation and said to her, “Miss Zhan, please
come in!”

“Okay!” Fei Kexin nodded, and followed charlie into the Shangri-La Hotel. As she
walked, she pretended to be surprised and asked charlie, “Mr. wade, what’s the
great treasure in today’s auction? So many security personnel, I have never seen
this battle before!”

charlie didn’t hide it, and said casually, “The final item in the auction tonight is a
kind of medicinal herb called Huichundan, which can not only cure all diseases,
but also make people look back in time and look younger for 20 years!”

Fei pretended to be very surprised and asked, “Is there really such a magical
medicine in this world?!”

charlie smiled playfully, and said, “It just so happens that there will be a special
rule in the auction tonight. Those who have photographed Huichundan must
consume the Huichundan on the spot, and then you will be able to see the magic
of this medicine with your own eyes. .”
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